
Talk With Sal
by Larry Cox

Prologue

When I first met Sal, he was sitting on a bench at a Light Rail station.
I was waiting for the next train, but I knew it would be a few minutes.
He seemed – I don’t know – like someone who would be comfortable to sit next to.
So, I sat down, smiled, nodded.
“Hi, young feller,” he said. 
I didn’t totally expect a conversation.
“You...a journalist or something? I don’t usually see folks around here carrying notebooks.”
He was dressed kinda like one of the maintenance workers down the street. Jeans and a t-shirt. No 
reflective vest, though. 
“Yeah, journalist,” I said.
“Well, I’ll be!”
He seemed honestly interested. My first thought had been, homeless? He was my dad’s age or more, 
face a little craggy.
“Independent? Work for a magazine? I don’t know much about how it works these days…”
“Freelance,” I said. “Most of us these days are freelance.”
“Well, OK. That’s kind of the way I remember it.”
“Remember?”
“I used to read tons of articles online. They were written by all sorts of people. Most were either 
academics or freelancers.”
“You don’t any more?”
“No time, these days...that your train?”
“I’m not in a hurry.”
“Now you’re bothering me, kid. Isn’t everyone these days in a hurry?”
“I’m between projects, looking for a story.” 
That was mostly true. 

He seemed happy to find someone to talk to, so I didn’t board when the train rolled up.
“How long you been in the city?” he asked me.
“A few days.”
Downtown Sacramento was a city of sorts. And it was still populated, more or less. It wasn’t sitting on 
top of any active fault lines. I like coming here. The trees still have leaves on them. The big sycamores 
downtown are particularly impressive. They’d had to cut some of them down. The roots were tearing 
up the sidewalks, breaking sewer pipes, stuff like that. That was one story I was considering: the City 
of Trees having to cut down all its biggest, oldest trees. 
“Trees?” he said.
“What about them?” I didn’t understand.
“You were thinking about trees?” He repeated himself without a trace of impatience or sarcasm. Like 
he understood perfectly that I hadn’t understood what he meant the first time.
“Yes, I was.”



“They’re hard to communicate with.”
“Really?”  What?
“I’ve tried, and it’s a bitch.” He leaned forward, put his arms on his knees and rubbed his hands 
together slowly.
“Did...did they say anything?” I’m just trying to be polite.
“Shit! Sorry. I whooshed right on by your reality level! Sorry if it made you uncomfortable.”
“Well, thanks, but...what would a tree say if it could talk?”
“They can’t really talk , of course...’least I’ve never seen one with a mouth and lungs!”
“Sure.”
“But I have pulled some images off them, now and then. They tend to get stuck in times of stress. A 
broken limb. A major pruning. A nearby fire. Usually very very dim, compared to what I’m used to.”
“What are you used to?”
“Now I’ve gone and spilled the beans! But look, kid, I’m just being silly. I knew you’d be willing to 
talk to me about this stuff, but you don’t have to if you don’t want to. After all, you’ve got a story to 
find!” His old blue eyes flashed at me like he knew I’d stay and talk.
“Well, I guess maybe I’ve found it…”
He laughed at that. He laughed pretty hard. Some people across the street looked over at us.
“Sorry, kid. I didn’t mean to embarrass you. But I doubt you know what you’re getting into, so I’m 
willing to leave you an out. I’ll talk with you, sure I will. But any time you want to pull the plug on it, 
it’s fine with me…Right now, it’s time for me to shove off. But I’ll be here tomorrow, same time. So 
drop by if you feel so inclined.”
“OK. I will.”
“Goodbye. Nice to chat with you!” 
He walked off towards the nearest cross street. He seemed pretty spry for his age, but I detected some 
discomfort in his movements.

The next train came and I rode off to where I was staying. A funky old motel near the Light Rail line, as
I didn’t have a car.

I’d arrived here by regular train. 
I travel with just the essentials, like most traveling journalists these days. 
It’s a moderately interesting way to live. “Never know where you’re going to die,” as my late mentor 
once exclaimed. And he didn’t, either.

In case you’re tied down somewhere reading this: Yes the trains still run. Same rolling stock they used 
100 years ago, but they run. They are – maybe a little nicer than most public transport you’ll come 
across. Cleaner. The train workers are really proud of that.

The light rail car I was on, in contrast, had obviously seen much better days. I’ve seen some newer ones
that they add on during peak hours. But most of the day they run these older ones. Like most places. 

They keep the graffiti cleaned off, but you can’t do anything about the scratches unless you replace the 
entire panel, or window or whatever. And how are you going to do that?

So, OK: Maybe you’d be interested in how Sac looks compared to some other places you’ve probably 
seen more images of. Like New York, or LA.

At street level, anyway, it looks like people still live here. The usual way, you know. In apartments, 
with restaurants and shops. You can tell that most of the big office buildings are abandoned, but here 



they aren’t broken into yet. Or converted to server farms or whatever. So, they just sit there quietly. I 
know, it’s stupid, but that’s where we’re at. What can I say?

There are a lot of your ordinary wild animals here. Crows, pigeons, squirrels. I’ve seen some wild cats 
and dogs around, but not like some cities. That’s a sign there are fewer rats here.

The place has definitely been abandoned by corporate. So those who remain live in a sort of easy-going
uneasiness. It’s not like things are really easy. But they could be much worse. So most people try to 
stay friendly. They haven’t given up like they have in some of those coastal cities. But the remains of 
earlier times, better times, are all around them. And they know those times are never going to return. 
They just aren’t.

Chapter 0 – Why?

You want to know how I ended up here? Really?
Hold on – I need something crunchy to help me think. Yeah – celery!
Well...I suppose it all started with me not wanting to lose something I valued. Then came an 
understanding of why I felt that way. And after that, the realization that I might have to risk my life to 
get back what was being stolen from me... 

First you should know that, from my point of view, this whole conversation is silly. Things are what 
they are, and that’s really what matters. 

Now, maybe you don’t know how things really are. After all, there’s an element of ability to look that is
important in life. And a lot of folks aren’t very good at looking. When I started out I wasn’t, either.

But I had a life – no too long ago – that started out very peaceful-like. And during that brief peaceful 
time, I had the opportunity to look in some directions that most people never bother to look. I can’t tell 
you this lack of stress was due to me growing up in the upper middle class. All I can say is that I 
bothered to look.

For  example: See that guy over there? Every day, a car drives up to him, and he hands the driver an 
envelope, and the driver hands him a little packet. Then later on, a guy walks up to him and hands him 
an envelope, and he gives the guy the little packet. That guy dresses in different clothes every single 
day.

That’s just looking and seeing what’s there, and that’s just the first step.

My parents were atheists – or something like that. I’d ask them and they weren’t sure how to answer. 
My mom started in the Catholic church (American-Irish Catholic background) but her dad pulled her 
out of it while she was still quite young.  Later she become moderately interested in social reform.

We don’t have to talk about my dad right now. Maybe later. Anyway, he managed to become a 
professor at a university, so we had a good life. 

But that’s one of the first things I looked at: Why were they atheists? And why were so many others 
believers? I wanted to know what people got out of believing.



A lot was going on in society back then. That’s been true for a long time now, maybe even forever. But 
the way I remember it, things weren’t always that “exciting.” That’s just one lifetime back, and it was 
“exciting!”

So, I was looking into things, and I eventually came across the group I work for now. They were a good
group; very sincere, very dedicated. But back then, not that savvy. After many years of struggle with 
various sectors of the Status Quo, we thought we’d reached a position we could expand from. And we 
did.

But later on – about 80 years ago – we came up against this enormous power push from the medical 
establishment. I’m sure you’re familiar with it. And it almost buried us. It divided our people between 
the ones who wanted to cooperate with the doctors and the ones who wanted them to take a flying you-
know-what at a rolling doughnut.

The tensions lasted for years. During that time, I took a new body, and then re-connected with the 
group. By that point they had decided to take a bit more of a rigorous approach to sorting the whole 
thing out. I was put on a special team and trained to gather usable intelligence. It was a pretty large 
team, mostly young guys, like I was at the time. 

Even in our training sessions, we found out some really strange stuff. I mean: Really strange. Our 
executives had to digest this stuff and decide what we should do about it.

There were all these possible targets! The intelligence community. Inhabited caves deep underground. 
Venus. I don’t think I broke any major security rules giving you those three.

People had been talking about all these targets for years and years on the internet. But we never knew 
what to make of all that talk. It seemed too insane, too impossible. Well, some of it was…

I personally worked on a lot of those targets. I’m working on one right now. If this particular one finds 
out that someone has successfully penetrated their perimeter, ...I don’t know what they’d do. They’d 
shit their pants, that’s for sure. And then they’d probably try to find me and wipe me out. Of course, it 
wouldn’t matter if they did. My seniors would just put a new person on it, and I’d get a new body. 

By the way – my family doesn’t really know what I’m doing. It’s just siblings; I’m not married. 
Hopefully they will be out of harm’s way...as much as anyone can be these days. As far as I know, 
they’re OK.

…

Sorry, that made me think back to other times.

Anyway, one thing we had to decide was how to deploy. If we all lived and worked together, one well-
placed “hit” could blow us all to smithereens. We couldn’t risk that. Back when it was time to deploy – 
and they do this with everyone new who they add – we were asked if we still wanted to go through 
with this. We all had the option to opt out if we wanted. So this is a life I volunteered for. Make sure to 
write that down. Oh, you’re recording it on your phone? Well, whatever.

Most of us act like homeless people. But you can see I’m not really messed up that much. I’m out here 
on a public bench, looking like I’m just hanging out, doing nothing. That works for most of us. 



Periodically, at random times, I go “home” and file a report. It’s all done from memory. No written or 
digital documents are allowed on my end. And the comm line is fully encrypted, of course. 

…

Comm? Sure, short for communication. A lot of people use that, don’t they? Oh? Not that many? Well, 
all right.

You don’t believe me about all this, do you? You think I’m delusional! Tell me it’s not so! 

Well, I’m glad we’ve reached a point of understanding with most of the powerful groups here on Earth.
Otherwise, I’d be afraid to talk to you.

…

Well, yeah. That was a major battle. That was the basic battle, I think. Just my opinion. I don’t get to 
see all the data; just what I pull off of my own targets, and what goes public.

…

That’s confidential.

But I can tell you about the earlier stuff. You’re young; you probably don’t remember.

The doctors had started to implement a system connected to government and law enforcement that 
drove people into hospitals who were suspected of being sick. A big pandemic scare a few years earlier 
started it. They just kept the pressure on, and things were getting worse and worse for me and my 
group.

We started the program I’m in now back then, but I didn’t know about it then. A few of the key players 
in the power push were identified as criminals, and our group published an exposee, both online and in 
print. We also did TV shows on it.

The public got the message. The crims were fired, and cooler heads prevailed. But that didn’t stop the 
people behind those guys. The ones who got fired were just lackeys. They always play that way. So my 
group was feeling increased pressure, and we didn’t know exactly who it was coming from.

Some of the worst years for us followed. We had to replace a lot of broken windows. We had to beat 
back several attempts to disable our network servers, both public-facing and internal.

…

Servers? Come on kid! You gotta get hip to this stuff! The computers – well, they are programs really –
software, you know? - that provide access to data over a network, so that many users can look at it. 
When you save a picture “to the cloud” it goes to a server somewhere. Got it? OK.

They were hiring hackers to try to take down our networks. We had to train all our people on higher 
levels of computer security. People were having their phones hacked. It was pretty bad. I got briefed on
all this when I joined back up in my new body. 



…

I saw you shake your head! Get over it, kid!. This stuff is real. Why would I make this up? To impress 
YOU? Come on!

Anyway, we kept up our basic strategy: Dig up some data using our guys, get it documented by more 
conventional means, then publish it. What a battle! And the mainstream almost totally ignored it. There 
were the TV shows and articles we published on our websites – when they were up and running – and a
few mentions here and there by some “fringe” people who were starting to take an interest.

A few of those “fringe” guys are working for us now. They asked to join, and we trained them up, but 
with a real sharp eye on them. We didn’t know if someone had sent them in or if they were the real 
thing. They were the real thing, though – at least the ones I know about. I’ve met them a few times. 
Black women – kinda pretty. I finally remembered them from when they were a lot younger, and I was 
a lot older. Funny how that works…

Sorry. Thinking about them. Sorry…

So we kept digging up stuff and our people kept exposing it.

Then one day we ran into something that – well, some of us expected it, but not all of us did. We were 
looking at these “people” who just – well, they weren’t human, that’s all. No way did they look human. 
Well, we all knew they were out there somewhere. But only the “nut cases” on the internet believed any
of that stuff, right? I mean, how could you really believe anything like that? There was just nothing 
“normal” to compare it to. We all read ScFi. But that was FICTION, right? Yeah...right!

So this presented a new problem for our seniors. Because they were getting this data from us, but they 
were running into brick walls trying to verify it using their normal channels – documents, leaked 
memos, stuff like that. There was nothing coming up about what we were seeing that they could access.
They told us to look again. We did and we found the same material.

So they decided to assemble a team. And our mission (should we decide to accept it, if you know what 
I mean) was to contact some of the humans we had seen interacting with these – other people – and see 
if we could get any of them to come clean publicly. It was a very delicate operation, and I was one on 
that team. We had worked out which people would be most likely to go public – fewest strings 
attached, you know? And we went around to them and tried to make friends with them and convince 
them to talk.

We couldn’t get a single one of them to talk. Some of them were so scared when they found out what 
we knew that they literally peed in their pants! One guy threw up his dinner right in front of us! Well, 
this reaction certainly validated our data in the eyes of our seniors. But it looked like we had struck out.

The special team was disbanded, and we went back to our regular work. But what we were seeing now 
had changed. We weren’t picking up those “other” faces any more. We were seeing our targets go to 
rendezvous, and no one showing up. And the pressure my group had been experiencing started to go 
away. It took months. The first guy to come out – you don’t remember this, do you? - he was a younger
guy. And he did an interview on one of those “conspiracy theory” podcasts. He told them everything he
knew about why the MD’s had been doing what they had been doing, and the role those “other guys” 



had in it; everything he knew! We didn’t know about it right away. He was one who had been taken off 
the list of targets because he wasn’t considered “productive” any more, you know? So it took a little 
while for us to find out about it. The mainstream stayed totally quiet. Totally. Then another guy came 
out on another podcast and did something very similar. Then a third podcaster did an interview with 
them both together. 

It’s weird, you know, because podcasts don’t have live audiences. They aren’t the Johnny Carson Show,
or even Ophra!

...

What? Oh, sorry. Before your time, sorry. Well, I thought at least you might know about Ophra! 
Doesn’t she still have a perfume named after her or something?

Anyway, the only reaction you can see on a podcast is the reaction of the interviewer. And they try to 
keep a straight face. But these ones couldn’t. We laughed, because it betrayed their own complicity in 
what they thought, apparently, was just a way to throw something out there that was amazing and 
different. None of those podcast hosts believed what those people – our former targets – told them. But 
those stories were totally honest, and you could tell.

Then what we did was we put out an article about the podcasts. Next, our own string of interviews on 
our channel. I don’t know who decided to do that, but it worked. And now ET is a public subject. 
Imagine that! I mean, it  doesn’t include all we know by a long shot, but at least all the basic data. All 
the old literature (thousands of books, you realize) is being sifted through and discussed. I’m a little 
proud of that.

…

I know. But the fact is that our people are much more in control of the narrative than they were before. 
We are trying to put the data out there in stages that will be somewhat digestible for the media and the 
general public.

Because of course you know – you DO, don’t you? - that they came back. They are still trying to  – I’m
not sure – do whatever they’re trying to do, and we’re still trying to stay informed.

They have totally changed their approach. But they really don’t know who we are yet. They know their 
previous contacts were compromised, but they aren’t sure how. So they developed a whole new set of 
contacts. We’re still trying to figure out exactly what they’re trying to achieve now. 

Most MD’s are working with us now. We have a real network of healers. But the media aren’t totally on
board.

My guess is that they are rolling out some sort of plan to make it all seem very normal. Maybe establish
trade, tourism, stuff like that. My impression is that our planet has come up a notch in their esteem.

I still don’t trust them further than I can throw them. I think they’re looking for US. But that’s just my 
hunch. The views I’m getting are very “vanilla,” you know? Harmless looking. Well, that’s hard for me
to believe. So I’m keeping my guard up. But I figured it would be OK to talk to you. I know you’re a 
good kid.



Chapter 1 – Last Time

I’ll tell you what was going on from my viewpoint, uh, last time.

…

The last time I was here, working with my group. OK?

As I got older, life became a real balancing act. I’m not saying for me personally; for everybody. 
People were hunkering down for a long haul. They weren’t expecting things to get better any time 
soon. They were watching movies where things didn’t get better. They were reading stories where 
things didn’t get better. The TV was warning them about global warming, about police violence, about 
criminal violence, about terrorism. It scared the piss out of people.

And in that environment, my group was having a hard time, because we were trying to get people to set
down and read a book, or listen to a lecture, and get trained up in a new skill, and a new way of 
operating. Well, that’s not what folks wanted to hear! They were retreating into the “safety” of the 
familiar, of what had “worked” before.

Now, this conversation isn’t about my group. But I was concerned about what was going on because I 
was sitting at this interface, see, between my group and the general public.

The conventional wisdom – and I’m sure you were taught this in history class – was that people were 
doing a lot of dumb things. People in general, you understand; not so much anyone in particular, but 
people in general. So the consensus was that what we needed to do was change our lifestyles – uh, buy 
LED light bulbs, or donate more to the Red Cross, or move to the country and start practicing  
Permaculture, or learn how to write code – like I did. Can you imagine? I was something close to sixty 
years old and trying to learn how to be a programmer! Ridiculous!

You know how to write code? … Didn’t think so.

Anyway, my group had a better idea than that of what was going on. But what were we going to do? 
Tell the whole world what was really going on and become the laughing stock of the entire 
blogosphere? As if we weren’t already. So management held the answers – if they had them – close to 
their chest, and plowed on with a very sincere and dedicated effort to enlighten the public at a level that
they could accept. Well, that means that everybody else in the group had to guess what was really going
on, just like everybody else on the planet. We had a better idea of the truth, but we didn’t have the truth.

The best of us just continued with their work. And they should be remembered, because that was a 
tough go. But a bunch of us just couldn’t stand not knowing, and we went off in various directions 
trying to find out. This usually ended in the person leaving the group and drifting away into the void so 
to speak, or managing somehow to stay uncomfortably connected.

I myself had decided that it wouldn’t be possible for me to gain the knowledge I hoped for without 
more of the skills that the group offered. So I kept a lid on it until I felt like a had enough of those skills
to take a real stab at it. And when I did, I found out why most of those other guys who wanted to know 



drifted away and were never heard from again. You could say I was lucky. I was old enough to be ready
to die and able enough to find out stuff, and willing to give it a try, come hell or high water.

And in the process, I got very sick and died. But not before I found out a few important basics.

I can see I’m losing you, kid. You don’t have to continue with this if you don’t want to. I’ll understand.

...

All right, then.

What I found was external interference. That’s the short and simple way to put it. At that point, most of 
my data was from whistleblowers who had gone public. Nobody believed them. What I picked up 
before I died only confirmed that they were pointing in the right direction: ET involvement.

People now, they know about this if they dig a little. I assume you’ve heard about it. But as I 
mentioned, what’s been released so far is what we think needs to be known for the situation to progress 
favorably.  I’m not authorized to tell you much more than that. But I can tell you which storytellers 
were closest to getting it right. Because those stories are all out there. For better or worse, all that is 
public now.

The stories go back to around the time of what is still known to most people as World War 2. 

There was stuff going on before that. Ever heard of the story told in Ezekiel? Strange story! But those 
people didn’t have the vocabulary to describe properly what they saw. So who knows what they saw? 
Perhaps someday someone will actually remember. For now it’s a mystery and may remain so. Well, so
what?

When human pilots starting flying technically sophisticated planes and jets, like they started to do in 
that war, their descriptions of what they were seeing started to get more accurate. Of course, all that 
was just smoke and mirrors. I don’t know why those incidents happened and I don’t care. But the Army
Air Force cared! The Navy cared! Truman cared! And so did Eisenhower after him.  It was Truman 
who agreed to establish the CIA, on recommendation of Navy’s Forrestal. But Forrestal knew what was
really going on, and threatened to tell. So they cooked up a way to take him out.

The exact identities of the people closest to the action may never be known. I certainly don’t know who
they were. But I know they were powerful. When the Kennedy brothers threatened to divulge what they
knew, arrangements were made to take both of them out. And so it went.

This sort of information didn’t start going public until years later. One guy thought it would be safe to 
turn the information he received into an SciFi adventure novel. He got put in jail for tax evasion. 
Another guy was telling what he knew on the UFO lecture circuit. He was found strangled in his home.
Only the guys with the better data were taken out. The rest were just ridiculed or harassed. 

There was a lady researcher who died of cancer when she was 49 years old. Suspicious.

In the 1970s a Swiss guy experienced a long period of contact. I don’t know what that was all about, 
but he developed a crapload of data, and photos. Someone made sure that some of his photos were 
obviously faked, so that all of them would come into question. Standard tactic to obfuscate.



There was a series of contacts and releases early in the last century that were interesting. Then of 
course there was the event they still call 9/11. I’m sure you’ve heard about that. That was connected to 
all this. A lot of people came and went. Some of them had good data, and others didn’t. Most of them 
got tired of the harassment after a while and faded out of the scene.

I recall in particular a Native American guy who worked as a ceremonial dancer in Las Vegas. He had a
damn good story told to him by his grandfather. It was a contact story. But he got tired of telling it after 
a while. 

Another really interesting person who got out there and wrote a few short books was a saucer pilot who
died in one of the New Mexico crashes around 1948. She was reborn into a human body as punishment 
for disobeying orders and crashing her craft. She remembered and for a while was telling her story. But 
people were more interested in her psychic abilities, so she switched into doing that. 

There was a young Russian kid who remembered serving a mission on Mars. He got tired of talking, 
too. It’s like the kids who remember their past lives, you know? They just get tired of it after a while. 
The ridicule is bad enough, but in the end, it doesn’t make that much difference, does it? Unless you’re 
mature enough and strong enough to take a stand against those who insist you are crazy, it’s no fun.

Today a lot of these people – if they are still alive – or their ideas, have faded into the New Age. That’s 
been a good way to kill this data without killing people. Just funnel them into ”Ascension” or some 
scam like that. People eat it up!

Oh there’s anther guy I should mention, though. His story is weird. I could never fully verify it. He was
playing around the edges of the New Age movement. But his message was decidedly different. He was 
going around warning people about making contact with these off-planet groups. He was saying that 
most if not all of them had hidden and highly questionable intentions. And he was right about that, kid!

I gotta go.

Chapter 2 – The Coastal Cities

Good to see you again, kid! You’re sticking with it, even though it’s not going anywhere. I like that!

So I think I’ve covered the background to all this enough. Maybe I haven’t but for now it’s enough.

The next part of the story happened while I was growing up in this body. You should really know this 
story already, but what passes for history nowadays is getting just worse and worse! So I’ll go over it 
with you. 

I’ll stick to the places I’m familiar with. I lived in the Bay Area last life. And I go back there once in a 
while, though I don’t like to that much. I have some good contacts there.

I’m sure you’ve heard of the Big Shake. I was in Ohio when that happened. You realize, we felt it in 
Ohio! I don’t know if they ever figured out the “epicenter.” It was just weird, really weird. Kinda like 
9/11, you know? Really weird. 



…

Yeah, they had something to do with it.

Anyway, you talk about being scared shitless! No one wanted to live on the coast any more. Sure a few 
buildings fell over. Some of them were really big, too. Killed a lot of people what with collapsing 
freeways, and falling bridges and so forth. I don’t want to even talk about what happened to BART. But
it ended. They could have rebuilt. But in most places, they never did. These big companies that had 
headquarters on the coast moved to places like where I was living! It was ridiculous!

Amazon basically ended up purchasing the whole City, and huge parts of the East Bay. The hill people 
formed up Neighborhood Associations, hired private security guards, and became gated communities. 
The “Flats” became an economic desert. Not only were the hill people afraid of petty criminals, the 
hubbub about COVID had never totally died down. Remember that? COVID! So they buttoned up, 
learned to work remotely, and that was that.

I lived in those hills last life. I can’t go back now, at least not with a body. And it isn’t that nice there 
anymore, anyway. The people there are mostly pretty crazy.

Amazon built a huge Fulfillment Center over the ruins of San Francisco, and built a server farm in the 
old Transamerica Building. Then they put in a land bridge made of garbage across the South Bay, and 
let the robots take over. People still live there, but it’s creepy. Everything is on automatic, mostly 
unattended. Even a lot of the repairs are done by robots. People are only needed if a few of the key 
robots break down, to replace power supplies, and things like that.

…

You’ve been there? Brave kid! I underestimated you!

Then, like I told you before, my group decided that they needed more data about what was really going 
on. 

You’re what? 30? So you probably don’t recall all the gory details. Next time I’ll tell you more about 
that.

Chapter 3 – Medicine

You on any medications? No? Good for you!
I’m not either.
Maybe you noticed I walk a little funny. Yeah, back bothers me a bit. But I’d rather treat it the way 
Kelly Brogan used to tell us: “Your body’s trying to tell you something.” I’m not interested in covering 
it up with a pain reliever. What else could that cover up?

…



Kelly? She was a fine-looking MD working out of New York City. You never heard of her? I’m 
surprised.

I told you part of this already. We had had problems with the MD’s off and on over the years, but then 
the pandemics started. And suddenly what the MD’s wanted us to do became the law of the land! Now, 
our group has a rule that we work within the law. But these laws gave us a problem because we train 
our folks to do one-on-one work with people, and with “social distancing” that became impossible. So 
a bunch of folks wanted to just reject the whole thing. I was one of them. It made me real mad. And I 
started getting louder on social media about it. No one was listening to me, I thought. But then one day 
I got a call. It was from some podcaster. He wanted to talk to me. So I gave him all the dope I had on it,
and he said thanks and went away. About a month went by and then I heard from him again. He told me
he’d done a podcast based on what he’d learned from the resources I pointed him to. After that I started
getting more calls. People were latching onto this stuff! And other podcasters were calling me to ask 
me to explain it all to them. For the first time that lifetime I had an audience! Well, I made the most of 
it, and I got myself to a real good place spiritually. That felt good.

But then one day someone came up to me and sprayed me in the face with something. Just out of a little
spray bottle, you know? And I got really sick. I reached out to my contacts and let them know, and it 
became part of their story. I was pretty well recovered from that attack when I found myself one day at 
a taco place, and almost immediately after eating my meal, I got violently sick. The people there called 
911, and I got taken to a hospital. Well, that didn’t help any. I ended up dying there. 

So when I got back I joined this new project, like I said. The Big Shake had occurred while I was 
growing up in Ohio. So things were a little different. But my group was looking for people like me to 
volunteer for this program, and I was very eager to do it.

I don’t think I told you yet what we found out. I don’t need to beat around the bush now. You might not
remember because of how poor our history education is these days, but it’s all documented. A few ET’s 
had passed on some of their genetic manipulation techniques to a few of our MD’s. Research MD’s, 
you know – I think they called it molecular biology. And these guys had secretly cooked up a new 
bunch of pathogens that were very lethal. And they were looking for a way to use the threat of being 
infected to control large populations. It was all highly illegal. What the ET’s did broke their own rules, 
and of course what these guys were doing was criminal. And that’s one of he first things we exposed 
with our work.

And like I said, the docs eventually talked. And after that, they started a process of moving over into a 
greater cooperation with us. Obviously we had developed a method of gaining data that gave us an 
edge. So most of them decided to come clean. It was a wonderful thing to watch.

So here we are now, in what I conceive to be a calm before a new storm. ET is now a known fact in 
society, but that’s all. We don’t know a lot about them yet, even though there is a ton of speculation 
based on all those old books that were written, most of them practically 100 years ago. That means our 
older structures for dealing with ET are also out in the open, for the most part. And those date back to 
Truman, like I said. I’m not sure we know all there is to know about all that, either. I mean, this great 
revelation didn’t suddenly create a utopia on Earth! Lord knows it didn’t! But we’ve been able to 
continue our work, and that’s a good thing.

…



That’s kind of you, kid. If you use this data wisely, you’ll always be a welcome guest in our house. 
Remember that. You might need us some day.

Epilogue

After I got all this written up and ready to publish, I went back to that bench at the Light Rail station to 
let him know and thank him. But he wasn’t there. 

The next day I got an email from his people. It thanked me for my work and told me that if I ever ran 
into any difficulties, to get in touch with them, and they’d see what they could do to help.
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